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Climate change is happening as we

speak, visible daily where

temperatures have risen here in

Singapore and across the world.

Global warming is occurring at a rate

too rapid for living beings to adapt to,

and its effects are increasing the

frequency and the severity of natural

disasters. 

Click the red button to read about
how climate change is causing
disasters and the aftermath of
their destruction on society.

Did you know that
flushing the toilet uses
approximately 4.5L of
water?

Water conservation
requires everyone to do
their part, so read our
blog here for guidance
on saving water during
your daily activities!

On behalf of all the lives AOX has helped
change,  we thank you for your support!
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On March 22, we celebrate WORLD WATER DAY and the fresh

water that makes Earth go round. As a team of water

evangelists, this subject is close to our hearts, so we've

delved into a few different topics to explore the importance

of taking care of this beautiful planet we call home...Read

more about what you can do below!

Climate change is causing global catastrophes

Read Now!

Conserving Earth's most precious resource

Are you a wonderful Water Warrior or a woeful Water Waster? 

   

   

Water Saving Tips here!

Everything About Water feature
   

Catch our featured case study on page 72-73 in Everything About Water.
We wrote about our micro-entrepreneurship scheme in Cambodia that
helps bring clean water and job opportunities to the local community. 

Click the red button below to read more!

Read the article now!

   

Thank you AOX!

We want to highlight our amazing partner AOX who sponsored the
deployment of two water filtration solutions in Cambodia last month. Their
gift provides clean water to over 800 children, educators, family members
and individuals living in the nearby communities. 

   

About Wateroam
Wateroam is a water-innovation social enterprise that develops water treatment

systems for rural development and disaster relief. Our vision is to build a world

without prolonged thirst. We focus on improving the life, living and livelihood of

every individual globally through clean water access.
   

Please Visit Our Social Media
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